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More security for the northeast of Germany
esz AG opens calibration laboratory in Berlin
esz AG calibration & metrology is expanding its network of locations with an additional calibration laboratory in the German capital. In the last few months, the previous sales location in Berlin has been elaborately expanded into a laboratory. Shorter transport routes mean that customer orders can now be processed even faster and downtimes are minimized.

The feeling of security is extremely important. Because only with regularly calibrated and precisely functioning measuring equipment can the increasing quality requirements of production companies be met.
In order to meet the high demand, esz AG – one of the largest independent calibration laboratories in
Europe – has opened another calibration laboratory. The new 170 square metre laboratory in the Innovationspark Wuhlheide in Berlin-Köpenick has been equipped with state-of-the-art technology for the
calibration of electrical and pressure measurement variables.

In addition to on-site calibrations, laboratory manager Norman
Linow also carries out calibrations directly on the customer's premises. Linow is supported by Nico Lüpke, the new sales representative of esz AG in Berlin. “The demand for accredited calibrations is
still increasing”, explains Bodo Seewald, Sales & Marketing Director at esz AG. “A permanent presence in Berlin brings us closer to
Nico Lüpke (l.) and Norman Linow (r.)

our customers, enables us to react more quickly and continue to
improve ourlocal service quality”.

But that's not all. esz's own delivery service "Logistik Expert" has also been expanded. With the new
weekly service routes, the measuring instruments are transported quickly and safely to the laboratory
and back to the customer. Downtimes can be planned exactly and are reduced to a maximum of three
to five working days. The new routes are:
 Hamburg: Berlin, Schwerin, Lübeck, Hamburg, Hannover, Salzgitter, Wolfsburg, Magdeburg, Potsdam
 Dresden: Berlin, Cottbus, Bautzen, Dresden, Freiberg, Chemnitz, Zwickau, Gera, Leipzig, Halle.

Measuring instruments from all other areas (high frequency, optics, length, mechanics, thermodynamics, automotive testing technology) are still calibrated at the headquarters in Eichenau near Munich.
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esz AG calibration & metrology is one of the leading and most modern metrology laboratories in
Europe. The main focus of our work is the calibration of industrial measurement technology.
Tailor-made solutions, a large service portfolio and cost transparency characterize esz AG. For more
than 40 years, well-known, globally active companies have relied on the professionalism of the calibration laboratory headquartered in Eichenau near Munich.

